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PRINCIPAL’S COLUMN: START OF THE
NEW SCHOOL YEAR

Welcome to 2016 and to our first
newsletter. I hope you and your family had
an enjoyable and relaxing holiday break and
you were able to share time together in
ways that are sometimes not possible
during the busy school term. I would like to
extend an especially warm welcome to new
students, parents and staff joining our
Paralowie R-12 community.

2015 Leadership changes

While our overall staffing has remained stable, there have been
a few changes in the leadership structure to allow for leadership
movement out of the school. As you will be aware Michelle
Lennox has won the position as Principal at Lake Windermere
and as this occurred late in the year we have not had time
to advertise for a replacement. Natalie Carling, who was the
senior leader in the R-6 Sub-School, will be filling the role as R-6
Head of Sub-School for 2016. Desi Philippou who has been the
senior leader in the Resource Centre has moved across into
the R-6 senior leader position. Mari Terreri, the middle school
senior leader is still seconded to DECD central office and so
Sandrine Poissonnier will fill this role for 2016. Shamus Schutt
our VET Manager has accepted a position with the metropolitan
fire service and has resigned from DECD. Bob Phoumirath will
act as VET Manager for 2016. Ben Wallis is acting as the Year
7-12 HASS Coordinator and Rebecca Siney is acting in the
Resource Centre management position.

I am sure you will find each of these leaders will offer the same
level of care, interest and support in these roles as the leaders
of the past.

2015 Year 12s

Congratulations to our Year 12 students who achieved such
wonderful results last year. We have maintained our
improvement at Year 12 with SACE completion remaining at
92%. Completion rates of above 90% are becoming our normal
pattern at Year 12 and this is a reflection of the student’s
commitment to success and the dedicated effort our Year 12
teachers to support our students to achieve at the highest
levels. While Year 12 is the “premiership” year, we must
acknowledge that our students are successful at this year level
because of the care, support and commitment teachers have
made as they have progressed through previous year levels
building the foundations for a successful Year 12.

In regards to university offers, 48 out of the 53 students who
applied through SATAC received an offer of a placement in a
university course. 70% of these offers were for the student’s
first preference. Congratulations to all our students being
offered tertiary places and we wish them well for their future
studies.

Volleyball success

Congratulations also to our Under 16 boys volleyball team who
have been crowned National Champions for their respective
grade at the Australian Volleyball Schools Cup. This is the
second year running Paralowie R-12 has achieved a gold medal
at this competition, last year it was our Under 16 girls. Ongoing
successes such as these are the best possible endorsement of
the quality of the program and the commitment of students and
staff to achieve at the highest levels possible. Congratulations
to all coaches, players and volunteers on their success.

Staffing

This year we have managed to maintain good stability in our
staffing. A large number of our 2015 contract teachers are
returning, some now in permanent positions as well as some
new faces to the school. They bring with them a range of
experiences and fresh ideas that will enhance and strengthen
our commitment to quality teaching and learning. I know they
will make a big contribution to our school and bring a wonderful
diversity of skills beyond their curriculum qualifications which
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will enrich the success orientated culture of the school. I
encourage all of our students and parents to welcome our new
teachers to our community as we are all looking forward to a
very enjoyable and successful year.

We are delighted to welcome the following new and returning
staff to our school.

Teaching Staff new to Paralowie R-12

Laura McAvaney Year 11 HG/Tourism/HASS/Eng

Dianne Dahim Yr 7/8 Indonesian

Naomi Stoll R-6 Performing Arts and PE

Courtney Williams R-6 Indonesian

Samantha Muir R-6 class teacher

Hayley Collier R-6 class teacher

Teaching Staff returning to Paralowie R-12

Kirsten March R-6 class teacher

Daniel Kelly Year 7 class teacher

Michelle Quinn Year 8 HG/Maths/Science

Ben Evans Year 10 HG/Tech Studies

Sheldon Wild Year 11 HG/Tech Studies

Josh Farmer PE/Res Proj/Eng

Martin Nemeth Tech Studies

Alison Denee AET Tirkandi R-6

Tegan Oxley R-6 class teacher

Sam Furniss Year 9 HG/Maths/Science

Patricia Maio Eng/HASS

Verity Gardner R-6 class teacher

Duncan Brown R-6 class teacher

Nicole Sander R-6 class teacher/media/visual art

Jarrad Galaboff R-6 class teacher

Shannon McKay R-6 class teacher

Ellisha Scordo R-6 class teacher

Karyn Hardstaff R-6 class teacher

Emma Christopoulos R-6 class teacher

Amy Caskey R-6 class teacher

Jeremy O’Hara R-6 class teacher

Kate Carpenter R-6 class teacher

Michael Mattei Year 9 HG/Eng/HASS/EALD

Danni Robbins R-6 class teacher

Support Staff new and returning to Paralowie R-12

Alex Pine ICT

Tommy Caldwell Grounds

Ailsa Cormack 7-12 Special Ed

Jackie Pedder 7-12 Special Ed

Tina Day R-6 Special Ed

2015 VET highlights

It is not only in the academic and sporting arenas that Paralowie
R-12 School is leading by example. The school has an excellent
range of opportunities for students in the area of vocational
education and training (VET) and one of our students has
embraced this and excelled at the highest level. Congratulations
to Jai Knowles who was the Northern Adelaide State
Secondary Schools Alliance (NASSSA) apprentice of the year.
Jai was successful in being selected for this prestigious award
from a strong field of contenders and on behalf of the Paralowie
school community I would like to wish Jai all the best as he
continues his training. We have a much more detailed article
outlining Jai’s success later in the newsletter.

New Dance program

2016 will see the introduction of our new specialist dance
program at Years six and seven. Over the coming years we
will be expanding this program right across the school and
also be offering the program to other schools within our Orion
partnership. We have upgraded our existing drama space to
include a specialist dance surface and equipment and while
this space is still under construction at the moment we are
expecting it to be completed later this term for program
commencement in this space in term 2.

Home Economics upgrade

In addition to the upgrading of the drama space we have also
commenced planning for the upgrading of our home economic
kitchens. While the school has established an industry standard
commercial kitchen for delivery of our VET hospitality program,
our domestic kitchens were showing the signs of years of
continuous use. Cooking is a popular choice amongst our
students and this much needed upgrade will allow us to
continue to deliver the “in demand” programs in facilities that
better utilise space and align with modern kitchen practices.

Focus on continual improvement

An important part of our work is to constantly review our
classroom practice and look for ways to better engage our
students in the learning process. This means that each year we
will participate in a range of professional learning activities. This
year we will be focussing on;

• Developing our students as powerful learners.

• Building our understanding and capacity to deliver
21st century learning skills as an embedded
component of our classroom practice.

• Building our understanding of creativity and how we
can teach creativity as an embedded component of
our classroom practice.
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I am really looking forward to 2016 as it is shaping up to be our
best year yet.

Sincerely

PETER MCKAY
PRINCIPAL

GOVERNING COUNCIL
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

ALL WELCOME
TUESDAY 8th MARCH, 2016

4.30PM
IN THE COMMUNITY CENTRE

We encourage parents to consider
nominating

to be a member of Governing Council for
2016.

PARALOWIE R-12 SCHOOL
OPEN NIGHT

We warmly invite you to join us for this special
evening

Tuesday 22nd March
5.30 to 8pm

Welcome BBQ at 5.30 followed by an
information session at 6pm in the Resource

Centre
Tours of the school between 6 and 8pm

ALL WELCOME
Please open the following link to view the flyer

U16 BOYS WIN VOLLEYBALL GOLD
Our participation in the Australian Volleyball Schools Cup last
December resulted in our Under 16 Boys team winning a gold
medal (3 sets to 0 against Loxton). The boys showed great
composure leading into this game after a one hour delay due to
a blackout and evacuation.

All teams had some memorable wins with a high standard
of volleyball being played. In a year in which we had many
new players, the development shown by our younger students
across the week was most pleasing. The results were as
follows:

Under 16 Boys (div 2): Gold Medal
Open Boys (div 2): 7th position

Under 17 Boys (div 3): 11th position
Open Girls (div 2): 5th position
Under 15 Girls (div 2): 11th position
Under 15 Girls (div 3): 16th position

I congratulate everyone involved on their efforts during the week
away.

A big thank you to all staff and volunteers who made the trip,
and also to the parents who came across to support our teams.

Trials and training for 2016 begins early in term one.

DEREK SLATER
VOLLEYBALL PROGRAM COODINATOR

UNIVERSITY AND TAFE OFFERS
We would like to congratulate our 2015 Year 12 cohort on their
SACE results and the subsequent first round University and
TAFE offers they have received. We had a SACE completion
rate of 93% with Neeran Dahal being our Dux of the school with
an ATAR of 89.75. For all our students, it is a great reward for
what is a challenging year and we wish them every success in
their future endeavours.

DEREK SLATER
YEAR 12
COORDINATOR

SANDY STUART
SENIOR LEADER/SENIOR
SCHOOL

University Offers

Mavis Bati Foundation Studies

• Reviewing our individual classroom practice through
the use of observation of our practice by professional
colleagues and reflective conversation about how we
can improve.
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Sandra
Chheuy

Foundation Studies

Jessica
Clark

Bachelor of Human Movement / Master of
Teaching

Hecefhen
Compayan

Foundation Studies

Jarrod
Cruse

Bachelor of Business

Chhali
Dahal

Foundation Studies

Monu
Dahal

Diploma of Science & Technology

Neeran
Dahal

Bachelor of Aviation

Cresilda
Daitol

Bachelor of Commerce

Tyson Delia Foundation Studies

Niraj
Dhakal

Bachelor of Medical Science

Riley
Galbraith

Bachelor of Information Technology

Helen
Gebrehiwot

Foundation Studies

Avina
Ghaley

Foundation Studies

Sharna
Green

Bachelor of Education (Primary & Middle)

Teasha
Howett

Foundation Studies

Claudia
Hutinel

Diploma of Arts

Om Kafley Bachelor of Science (Space Science &
Astrophsyics)

Hemanta
Khadka

Bachelor of Nursing

Krishna
Khatiwada

Foundation Studies

Raquel
Leon

Foundation Studies

Caitlin
McLeod

Bachelor of Media Arts

Charity
Moaga

Bachelor of Arts / Master of Teaching

Isaiah
Nehow

Foundation Studies

Esther
Nichun

Foundation Studies

Aaron
Nopuente

Bachelor of Health Sciences

Florence
Olweny

Bachelor of Nursing

Jordana
Papadulis

Paige
Partington

Bachelor of Laws (U/G ENTRY) Double
Degree

Foundation Studies

Cailyn
Pearce

Bachelor of Justice & Society (Law Pathway)

Liam
Petrass

Foundation Studies

Dan Sirisay Foundation Studies

Donald
Pielago

Foundation Studies

Abbey
Plannegger

Bachelor of Nursing (Pre-Reg)

Ryan
Robertson

Bachelor of Info Tech (Games & Ent. Design)

Dominic
Sanamontri

Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting)

Chloe
Secombe

Bachelor of Nursing

Suzana
Semak

Bachelor of Engineering - Honours (Petrol &
Mining) Bachelor of Engineering - Honours
(Mechanical) dbl

Lindsay
Thatcher

Diploma of Business

Tayla
Toohey

Bachelor of Education (Primary)

John
Valdrez

Bachelor of Arts (Performing Arts)

Beau
Vickery

Bachelor of Engineering (Electronics) -
Honours

Toni
Wakefield

Bachelor of Info Tech (Software Development)

Alex
Williams

Foundation Studies

Dale
Mincham

Adv Dip in Screen and Media, specialising in
Game Art

INDONESIAN STUDIES IN R-6
Salamat datang (Welcome)

Students from Reception to Year 6 will learn the Indonesian
language and culture in the Indonesian Room 4. During our
weekly sessions the focus is to introduce students to Bahasa
Indonesia and develop their skills in speaking, listening, viewing,
reading and writing in the language. They also gain knowledge
and understanding of Indonesian cultural practices, traditions
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and way of life within the context of the unit of work being
studied.

My goal is to develop a positive attitude towards language
learning. I do this by making learning Indonesian interactive
and fun using games, music and art to motivate and engage
students. This enables them to connect with our closest Asian
neighbour, preparing a platform for engagement within the
Asian Century.

Thank you

Terima Kasih
Ibu Williams - Indonesian Teacher

2015 GRADUATION HIGHLIGHTS
Congratulations to all of our Year 7 students who graduated
from Year 6 at the end of 2015. They all looked dazzling and
they received their Certificates at the presentation evening
which was followed by a delightful dinner to help celebrate this
special occasion.

Our Year 10 students also celebrated with staff and parents at
a special Year 9 graduation ceremony at the end of 2015. There
were a number of speakers who highlighted the importance
of setting goals and sticking to them. Special thanks to our
guest speaker, Olympic Swimmer Sally Hunter, who shared her
story about being bold, setting goals and learning from all our
experiences, good and bad. Thanks to the High School band
who entertained the group with talent and flair, and to all those
who helped prepare for the event, especially the delicious BBQ.

SENIOR SCHOOL CONFERENCE WRAP
Our 2016 Year 12 students were involved in a conference
morning where they received information on a range of topics
around SACE completion and being successful in Year 12
and beyond. We were fortunate to have guest presenters Matt
Crook and Christy Bailey from SMG as our Keynote Speakers.
Their session was entitled “Balance the Big Year” and
addressed the major focus areas around Year 12 and the
impact of various character traits. There were some great
messages received on the day, all of which tied in to the
opening address presented by our Principal, Peter McKay.

DEREK SLATER
YEAR 12 COORDINATOR

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING -
VET

At Paralowie R-12 School, many students complete a VET
(Vocational Education and Training) course as part of their
studies in order to achieve their SACE. Over the past few years,
VET has provided many opportunities for students to be able
to access key skills and knowledge required of them in their
chosen field. VET has been a major part of student learning,
with approximately 150 students across year 11 and year 12
completing a VET course in 2015 and we have similar numbers
participating in 2016.

The Northern Adelaide State Secondary Schools Alliance
(NASSSA) oversees 1000 senior secondary students
participating in over 70 courses achieving over 50 qualifications
each year.

NASSSA held its inaugural VET Awards at the end of 2015.
It was a celebration to recognise the students for their
achievements and success in their training. Among the 1000 or
so students who completed a VET in 2015, several Paralowie
R-12 students were among award recipients on the night.

Australian School-Based Apprentice of the Year:
Jai Knowles

Congratulations to Year 12 student Jai Knowles, who was
presented with this special award which recognised his
commitment to his school based apprenticeship. He was
nominated by the DECD Apprenticeship Brokers.
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Jai initially commenced his contract as a school-based
apprentice, which allowed him to complete his training whilst
still enrolled at school. Jai chose to pursue a career pathway
as an electrician and had previously completed a NASSSA VET
qualification in Electronics, before being offered a school-based
apprenticeship with Australian Industry Group Training Services
(AIGTS). Jai is supported in his apprenticeship by his family, the
school, DECD Apprenticeship Brokers and the GTO.

Paralowie R-12 School is proud of Jai’s success gaining a well
sought after apprenticeship. He has been able to show that
hard work and dedication has its rewards.

Congratulations also to the following students who received a
VET Award on the night:

DANIEL AEBI
- Certificate 1 in Construction (Plumbing Focus)
JAYDEN SAINT
- Certificate 3 in Brick and Blocklaying (Partial)
GARETH MULDER
- Certificate 3 in Carpentry (Partial)
JOSHUA YOUNG
- Certificate 2 in Electronics (Year 1)
SAMANTHA MILLS
- Certificate 2 in Engineering (Year 1)
BRITTANY WILLIAMS
- Certificate 2 in Hairdressing
CELESTE RAMSAY
- Certificate 3 in Early Childhood Education & Care
HEMANTA KHADKA
- Certificate 3 in Health Services Assistance
IZABELLA LINKE
- Certificate 3 in Health Services Assistance
DAMBER BAJGAI
- Certificate 2 in Information, Digital Media and
Technology

School-based apprenticeships are excellent opportunities for
senior school students to begin a trade while remaining
engaged in school and working towards the achievement of
their SACE.

Congratulations to Jai and all of the other Award recipients. We
hope students in 2016 will experience similar success in their
education and VET pursuits.

BOB PHOUMIRATH
VET COORDINATOR

2015 OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS IN
YEAR 12

We would like to congratulate all the 2015 Stage 1 and Stage
2 students who received a grade in the A Band for Stage 2
subjects last year. Well done to all students on their outstanding
work throughout the year.

Student Stage 2 Subject

Bashir Bahwach Material Products

Bethany Caldwell Research Project B

Kathleen Charlett Workplace Practices

Research Project B

Neeran Dahal Specialist Mathematics

Physics

Mathematical Studies

Cresilda Daitol Material Products

Mathematical Applications

Cristela Daitol Workplace Practices

Research Project B

Stacey Davies Material Products

Abbie Gericke-Schranz Research Project B

Sharna Green Visual Arts

Food & Hospitality

English Pathways

Cross-Disciplinary Studies

Tourism

Noah Haynes Research Project B

Hemanta Khadka Workplace Practices

Tori Lindsell Research Project B

Izabella Linke Workplace Practices

Danica Lukic Workplace Practices

Bailey Madaras Research Project B

Charity Moaga English as a Second Language Studies

Workplace Practices

Society & Culture

Aaron Nopuente English as a Second Language Studies

Chinese (beginners)

Bridie O’Boyle Workplace Practices

Research Project B

Florence Olweny English Communications

Jordana Papadulis Workplace Practices

English Communications

Abbey Plannegger Workplace Practices
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Student Stage 2 Subject

Celeste Ramsay Workplace Practices

Chloe Secombe Material Products

Workplace Practices

Armin Simon Solo Performance

John Valdrez English Communications

Jake Williams Research Project B

ADULT LEARNING AT PARALOWIE
Congratulations and well done to all the adult students from
2015 that completed VET Certificate 3 in Health Services
Assistance and completed computing courses including;
introduction to word processing, using the internet, creating
flyers, mastering the internet, and Spreadsheets that work.
Participants gained useful skills and confidence using the
computer. A fantastic effort!

If you would like to join in and gain new skills – visit the
Community Centre (Wooden Building near the R-6 Office) and
see Mary Jo or Selia, on ring the school on 8182 7222.

PARALOWIE R-12 SCHOOL FETE 2016

Welcome back to 2016. We are very excited to
announce that we will be running another Fete in Term 4

this year. If you are interested in participating or
supporting us in any way then please email:

Julie Stanton at Julie.stanton225@schools.sa.edu.au.

As with the previous fete we are focusing on the Global
Education that students will receive along with the Rights

of the Child. The money raised will be split, with 20%
going to a charity of choice to support children in our

community and the remaining amount will be put back in
to the school to develop a program specifically targeting

Global Education and leadership skills R-12.

ELLISHA SCORDO AND JULIE STANTON

CHANGES TO ADELAIDE METRO PUBLIC
TRANSPORT

From January 26th, 2016 there are some changes to our
transport services in the metropolitan area. Students and

families can obtain this information from the Adelaide
Metro Website at www.adelaidemetro.com.au from early

January.

Information will also be available from: Adelaide Metro
InfoLine 1300 311 108.

IRISH DANCE CLASSES

Salisbury, Elizabeth, Gawler
Vacancies for pupils from 3 years to 50 plus years.

No experience necessary! 1st Lesson Free
Phone: 0429 520 227 or 0405 244 181

LOST PROPERTY

Did your child lose any uniform or other items at school
last year (or this year), if so please check in the

Community Centre (wooden building near the R-6 Office)
and look through the assortment of uniform, hats, drink

bottles etc.

2016 School Contact List

HOME GROUP TEACHERS, SUB SCHOOL
MANAGERS AND ADMIN SUPPORT STAFF

If you have any concerns or queries about your child’s
schooling please ring the relevant teachers or managers
for assistance on 8182 7222.

LIONS RECYCLE FOR SIGHT AUSTRALIA

SUPPORT LIONS CLUB AND HELP SOMEONE SEE!

PARALOWIE IS DELIGHTED TO SUPPORT THIS VERY
BENEFICIAL PROGRAM. JUST DROP OFF YOUR USED

GLASSES AT THE SCHOOL'S FRONT OFFICE AND
THEY WILL BE RECYCLED TO HELP SOMEONE IN

ANOTHER COUNTRY (No cases please).

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT.
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